
Is The Federal Government Rigging Maricopa
County?
FBI agents openly run Arizona's elections. The voting machines fail and no elected
official bothers to investigate. Welcome to the final stages of America's
constitutional republic.
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The testimony of poll workers in Maricopa County regarding the stolen midterm
elections is an important historical record for future generations of Americans.

For example: were America’s voting machines connected to the Internet?

Listen to this man.

Colton Duncan 
@duncan_colton

Poll Worker explains how his ENTIRE polling location was inoperable when they 
opened on Election Day. 

This is getting very, very bad for Maricopa County. Very bad. Like, unbelievably bad. 
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The printers didn’t print! The tabulators didn’t tabulate! The machines wouldn’t process
the ballots!

How do you have a legal election if all the election equipment stops working on Election
Day?

Donald J. Trump the real President 2020-2024. 
@thewholetruth87

Maricopa County Resident: "I tried over and over, for close to an hour (to scan my 
ballot)..
.. I was a poll
worker under previous Secretary of States. We never had problems like this." 
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People who know computer systems — like Joe Oltmann — testi�ed that 40% of the
voting machines in Maricopa County were inoperable on Election Day.
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Ryan Ragnar  
@ryanahlberg

JUST IN: Arizona Voter tells the board of maricopa county, "You can't gaslight us with 
our elections like you did with covid" 🔥🔥🔥 
#Arizona #MaricopaCounty #2022midterms 
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Reporters from the Real America’s Voice network testi�ed that journalists were barred

from entering Maricopa County’s election o�ces — in case you’re wondering how
“transparent” our “democracy” happens to be.

Jo  
@pimpmytweeting

Truth bombs dropped all over the Maricopa County Supervisors Board.😳 
Credit: T Robinson/Telegram 
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Professor David Clements called out Maricopa County’s o�cials as totally corrupt and

their behavior as criminal.

The Free Speech Forum 
@TFSF_

Professor David Clements gives legendary speech to Maricopa County officials ‘You 
are vote traffickers!’, ‘You’ve sold us out.’ 
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A woman from Venezuela noted that the same voting machines that were used in her
home country were also being used in Arizona — with the same results.

Donald J. Trump the real President 2020-2024. 
@thewholetruth87

“Please WATCH: This Brave
Woman fled a Communist Country. Her testimony to the Maricopa County Board of 
Supervisors will bring tears to your eyes. Her Voice Matters.” 
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Obviously, this is a lot of eyewitness testimony to the complete failure of voting
machines in Arizona.

Maricopa County o�cials certi�ed its election results anyway, and the FBI agent who
suddenly became Arizona’s “Director of Elections” in 2021 — her name is Kori Lorick —
had no problem with it either.
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Why are FBI agents being hired to supervise state elections? Well, my theory is that FBI
agents are being installed as state elections supervisors to “supervise” certain elections
when voting machines have to malfunction only in GOP-dominated polling sites.
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Do our states actually run our elections — per our Constitution? Don’t be ridiculous.
Everywhere you look, you can see federal authorities openly taking over (“supervising”
or “monitoring” are their preferred terms for open interference) elections illegally. The
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Biden regime’s DOJ has no legal authority to “monitor” state elections — but they’re
doing it anyway.

Just look at Cochise County — which declined to certify its midterm election results.

Look at the time-stamps carefully: Cochise County declined to certify its election results
on November 28th, and Democrats �led a lawsuit against Cochise County on November 28th.

The same day.

With an hour or two.

Almost magically, a lawsuit against Cochise County appeared from a group that nobody
has ever heard of — courtesy of Democrat’s chief election interference lawyer Marc

Elias! It’s almost like Marc Elias had a lawsuit already prepared — just in case any county
in Arizona failed to certify the 2022 election.
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Do you see what’s going on?

The articles from corporate media sites pushing the Marc Elias lawsuit were published on
November 28th too.
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Look at the time-stamp on this Politico article with the Marc Elias quotes already inserted:

it was published at 4pm EST on November 28th.

Do you see this highly coordinated activity?
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FBI agents are running our state elections, and the DOJ is illegally monitoring those
elections too. The Democrat lawsuits are already ready to be �led against county o�cials
who question those results, and the media articles publicizing those Democrat lawsuits

are ready to be printed too.

Do you see how they’re rigging our elections yet?

Who’s the only reporter in the world to ask Dr. Fauci why he funded the Wuhan Lab of
Virology? Who was the �rst reporter to confront Jen Psaki about Hunter Biden and his

Chinese investments? Who asked President Trump when he would stop the NIH’s
funding of the Wuhan Lab in April 2020 — a year before any other media outlet?

Independent and fearless journalists need your support like never before.

I need your support like never before.

If we are going to survive the current regime then we must stand together.

I’ve got your back. Do you have mine?
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Easy Nov 29

This is just the tip of the problem, and it will be far worse come the 2024 elections. You
people just don't get it...the scum sucking liberals OWN you, they own the positions of
power, they own the polling places, they own the machines, they own the judges and still you
pathetic morons allow this stuff to happen. Take a SMART PILL and SECEDE. The deep-
state is far to deep for any one person President or otherwise to change The left has been
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54 more comments…

4 replies

state is far to deep for any one person President or otherwise to change. The left has been
building this dynasty for decades while weak pathetic conservatives relied on the
"Republican" party to carry their water, LOL.

45 Reply Collapse

Writes Brian Ahier Brian Ahier's Blog Nov 29

This is typical from the American Marxists. They want central control of everything to
implement their globalist (and Satanic) agenda.

38 Reply Collapse
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